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Contact / Support / Help 
net&rights GmbH 
Von-Groote-Straße 28 
50968 Köln 
Germany 
 
Mail: info@dz-manager.com  
Tel: +49 221 27128784 
Web: www.netandrights.com  

Be able to attach customized files to booking confirmation mails 

Overview 
For new bookings, no matter if done by the customers themselves via the DZ-Manager Online-Tools 
or by the staff via DZ-Manager, the Online-Tools can send booking confirmation mails1. To those 
mails pre-created files can already be attached, e.g. to include the terms and conditions of the 
dropzone or certain additional information about the booked event. 
With the feature described in this document, files can also be created on the fly and hence contain 
details about the booking additionally. This allows attaching customized 

 vouchers and 

 invoices 
to booking confirmation mails. 

Start & procedure 
When creating the booking confirmation mail, the DZ-Manager Online-Tools will create files to attach 
from configurable templates. Custom information, e.g. 

 Name of booking person / jumper 

 Voucher number 
will be inserted during that process. If the attached file shall be a pdf, the file is converted then. 
Last but not least the created files are attached and the mail is sent.  

  

                                                           
1
 see the DZ-Manager manual for more information and regarding configuration options 
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Workflow of underlying function 

Templates for customizable files to attach 
Templates for files to attach are configured via DZ-Manager, Tab Master data  Web-Templates, 
much like Mail- and homepage templates. 
As with all templates in DZ-Manager, special placeholder (wildcards)2 will be replaced when parsing 
the template. The rest of the template will not be affected by the parsing. 
All kinds of text file can be attached3, in addition pdf files can be created. In the latter case some 
special circumstances need to be taken care of 

 the template must be coded in HTML 

 Since the template will be stored in the database and will be configured using DZ-Manager 
on a different PC than the converting Online-Tools, the usage of external files should be kept 
to an absolute minimum. 
As a result  
o CSS styles should be embedded in the header of the html file itself and NOT in an 

external file. 
o If pictures must be used they can be downloaded from the web (discouraged as it will be 

done during every conversion) or can be placed on the local server where DZ-Manager 
Online-Tools will run. 

 The used component will stop converting after the last line of text. Hence if using 
background images some additional empty lines might need to be included at the bottom to 
prevent the image from being clipped. 

 PDF files are created in DIN A4 page size, with portrait page orientation and default margins 

Configure mails to attach files 
Templates for mails to be sent are also configured via DZ-Manager, Tab Master data  Web-
Templates4. 

Customizable files (Booking confirmations) 
For booking confirmation files created on the fly one of two new additional constants 

{EMAIL_ATTACHEMENTID=1;2} 
{EMAIL_ATTACHEMENTGUID=xxxx;yyyy} 

is added to the beginning of mail templates. ID or Guid identify templates created before as 
described above. Multiple files can be attached, separating IDs or Guids by ; 

Customizable files (Vouchers) 
For voucher files created on the fly one of two new additional constants 

{EMAIL_ATTACHMENTVOUCHERID=1;2} 
{EMAIL_ATTACHMENTVOUCHERGUID=xxxx;yyyy} 

is added to the beginning of mail templates. ID or Guid identify templates created before as 
described above. Multiple files can be attached, separating IDs or Guids by ; 

Filename of customizable files to be attached 
The filename of the customizable files can be configured with the template in DZ-Manager and 
support the following wildcards 
{APPOINTMENT_BOOKINGNUMBER} 
{APPOINTMENT_NUMBER} 
{DATE_NOW} 
{SKYDIVER_FIRSTNAME} 
{SKYDIVER_LASTNAME} 
  

                                                           
2
 all those supported for Appointments, see the table “Wildcards & Consts.xls” for more information 

3
 e.g. txt, html, csv, xml… ; MS Word files cannot be used though! 

4
 see the DZ-Manager manual, section “Mail- and homepage templates” for more information 
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Pre-created files 
For pre-created files, the constant 

{EMAIL_ATTACHEMENTPATHNAME=xxxx;yyyy} 
is added to the beginning of mail templates. Path and name must point to files reachable for the 
Online-Tools. Multiple files can be attached, separating path and name by ; 

Creating and sending mails 
The already existing mechanism5 of sending confirmation & reminders via eMail within the  
DZ-Manager Online-Tools is enhanced to also create and attach the customizable files. 
During that process the mail template is analyzed, if files shall be attached. If that is the case 
templates will be loaded from the database and details of the booking will be inserted. In case of pdf 
the template will be converted. Then the files will be saved to the system’s temp folder. Last but not 
least they will be attached to the mail which is then sent to the recipient. 

Possible enhancements 
 include a preview function in DZ-Manager that can create the customizable file when 

configuring the template 

 be able to configure page size, page orientation and margins for PDF files 

 support more / different wildcards for the filename of the customizable files 

 be able to attach such files to booking reminders - and new password mails as well 

Price 
The feature described in this document will be implemented as Enterprise Feature. For a price of 

950,- EUR without VAT one-time-payment 
or 

9,50 EUR without VAT monthly fee 
the participating dropzone will be able to use the feature within 2 weeks after ordering6. For not 
participating dropzones this feature will not be available. 
 
We are looking forward towards your order! 

Thank you 
Thank you for your time and for considering net&rights GmbH as your IT-service provider. 
 
If you have questions or suggestions don’t hesitate to contact us. 
 
Oliver Hörster, CEO 
net&rights GmbH 
 

                                                           
5
 see the DZ-Manager manual, section “Sending confirmation & reminders via eMail (Multi-language)” 

6
 Non-binding offer, subject to changes, errors excepted. The named price only includes the implementation of 

the described function. Installation or tests on customers systems will be charged as support. 
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